
Move to junk 

On Friday, the 14th of June 2019 the classes 8 and 9 watched a play from the White Horse 

Theatre called “Move to junk”.  

The play is about a girl named Amanda who just moved to another town and now has to go to 

another school. Her classmates don´t accept her because she is interested in football unlike the 

other girls who like to talk about make-up and boys. Only Stuart talks nicely with Amanda. 

Out of nowhere someone is spreading rumours about Amanda. People get emails that Amanda 

is offering free sex which obviously isn´t true but many people enjoy these emails and send 

them around. The only person Stuart can think of who could spread those rumours about 

Amanda is Kylie, one of the girls in Amanda’s class but also the girl who is in love with 

Stuart. He thinks that Kylie acted out of jealousy and blames her for the emails. When 

Amanda receives phone calls in which the person tells her to kill herself she actually thinks 

about ending her life. Meanwhile Stuart, Kylie and Donny, Stuart´s best mate since they were 

young, talk to each other about who could send Amanda those threat mails. Kylie doesn´t 

want to put the blame on her so she figures out from whose phone the emails and phone calls 

were made. When Stuart finds out that Donny has sent the emails he ends their friendship and 

together with Kylie he wants to tell Amanda about the news. But they are too late. When they 

arrive at Amanda’s house, she has already killed herself with a knife. 

During the play, all four actors also interacted with the audience who represented the class. 

There was even one pupil who had the chance to go on stage and play one little role. After the 

presentation our class talked about the play. The actors talked clearly and loud so the audience 

could understand everything very well.  Almost everyone was impressed about their acting-

skills because the actors were absolutely passionate. 
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